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Recently· philosophers have appealed to the notion of a "demonstrative
concept" to solve various puzzles. McDowell employs it to support his view
that perceptual experience is conceptual, and Loar and others use it to
provide an account of phenomenal concepts. The idea is that some con
cepts acquire their contents through demonstrations. I argue that there is
no legitimate notion of demonstrative concept that can do this job.

Note: This is a correct version of the abstract from Joseph Levine's
paper on page 329.
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There are demonstrative thoughts of the form "that is F". Sometimes the
thought element corresponding to the "that"in "that is F"is a type-demon
strative. However, if what one intends by the term "demonstrative con
cept" is a standing mental representation that both acquires its content
through a demonstrative act and serves as the original means of mental
representation of the property in question, then [ don 't think that such
concepts exist and [ outline the reasons in the paper. What's more, it is
only this sense of "demonstrative concept" that can do the work needed to
solve the two problems ofconceptualizing perceptual content and ground
ing phenomenal concepts. If ['m right, both McDowell and the advocates
of the phenomenal concepts strategy will have to look elsewhere.
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1. While the term "demonstrative concept" has been in use for some
time, I don't think it's really eIear what it means. Part of the problem
is that there is no standard meaning for the term "coneept", so "de
monstrative concept" inherits some of that ambiguity. For the purposes
of this paper, I will take concepts to be mental representations. The
concept DOG is the mental representation that is tokened, or engaged
when we think about dogs. So one meaning one might attach to the term
"demonstrative coneept" is that mental representation that is tokened
when we demonstrate things-a demonstrative term in the language of
thought. But though I think there is a perfectly legitimate use for such
a notion, it isn't the notion at issue here. Rather, what people seem to
mean when they refer to a demonstrative concept is something along
the following lines: a concept that was acquired through an act of dem
onstration. Applied to concepts as mental representations, the idea is
that the mental representation in question acquired its content-be
came attached to the property, kind, or whatever it is about-through
a demonstration of some kind. Whether demonstrative concepts in this
sense exist, and whether they can do any of the philosophical work they
have been recruited to do, is the topie of this paper.
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With regard to philosophical work, I have two jobs in mind in par
ticular. I will begin by describing the two problems that an appeal to
demonstrative concepts is supposed to solve, and this will help eluci
date the notion of a demonstrative concept that I'm interested in. l\.fter
presenting these two philosophical uses for the notion, I will argue that
demonstrative concepts, as conceived in the way necessary to carry out
these jobs, don't exist. Concepts can't acquire their contents in the de
monstrative way envisaged.

2. The first problem is one set by McDowell (1994/2003). McDowell sees
a tension arising from the following two constraints on a theory of em
pirical knowledge: (1) our beliefs about what's going on around us must
be answerable to sensory experience, and (2) justification is a process
that operates only upon fully conceptualized contents. ll So we want it to
be the case that I believe there is a computer screen in front of me now
because I see it, but also that my belief is justified by other beliefs, by
cognitive states with fully conceptualized contents. For this to work it
seems necessary that the very visual experience of the screen itself be
characterized as a conceptualized content, on a par with beliefs rnore
generally. But is visual (or other perceptual) experience conceptual?
Can it really serve as apremise in a justificatory argument?

McDowell thinks it can, and indeed argues that only if perceptual
experience is conceptual can it play its necessary justifieatory role in
providing us with empirical knowledge. However, he does note a chal
lenge to his position, one pressed by Evans (1982), who takes the po
sition that perceptual experience represents via a nonconceptual c:on
tent. Evans argues that we seem to be capable of recognizing far many
more perceptual distinctions than we plausibly have concepts for ..For
instance, we are capable of discriminating around a million different
shades of color, but arguably we don't have concepts for each and every
shade we can discriminate. Evans finds this consideration compelling
reason to assign perceptual experience a nonconceptual content, but as
we've seen, this would create a serious problem for McDowell's account
of empirical knowledge. It is at this point that McDowell turns to the
notion of a demonstrative concept, which he thinks will enable hirn. to
maintain his claim that perceptual contents are conceptual in the face
of Evans's challenge.

So here's how it's supposed to work. Suppose one is looking at a sur
face painted a specific shade of red, call it red25. One doesn't possess to
start with, let us suppose, a concept of that specific shade of red. How
ever, we do know from experiments that were a very close shade of red,
say red26, to be presented at the same time, you could distinguish the
two shades from each other. Thus we have reason to suppose that as you
look at the surface painted red25 your experience has that very specific
content. The question now becomes how it could have this specific con-

1 For illuminating discussion of McDowell's problem, and how to address it in a
computational framework, see Antony (unpublished).
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tent, as of red25, if you don't have the corresponding concept RED25.
McDowell replies that you do have the relevant concept, at least for
the duration (and maybe a bit more) of your viewing the surface. That
is, you form a concept of red25 by looking at the surface and thinking
something like "that shade of red I'm now seeing". The idea is that so
long as you are looking at it, or can hold an image of it in memory, you
can think about that specific shade by mentally demonstrating it. Thus
your experience of red25, through the use of a demonstration, counts as
possessing a conceptual content, and thus can serve as justification for
your belief that you see that specific shade of red.

The second use for which demonstrative concepts have been recruited
is in the characterization of "phenomenal concepts". Many materialists
who credit pro-qualia intuitions, such as the conceivability of zombies,
or the claim that there is an explanatory gap between physical/function
al descriptions and ll1entalistic descriptions of conscious sensory states,
seek to maintain the viability of materialism in the face of these chal
lenges by appealing to a special class of concepts, phenomenal concepts. 2

Their claim is that zombies are in fact not possible, though it seems to
us as if they are. Furthermore, there is indeed an explanatory gap be
tween the physical and the mental (i.e. conscious), but that has to do
with the very special way we cognize our experience while experiencing
it. It does not reflect at all on the plausibility that experiences are really
physical/functional states; it's just that given the way we cognitively
access experiences from the first-person point ofview, it's impossible for
us to see this identity of physical and mental state.

"Phenomenal concepts", then, is the name for this special first-per
son mode of access. While those who appeal to the special nature of
phenomenal concepts differ in their account of what makes them spe
cial, at least one influential strand pins their distinctive nature on their
being demonstrative concepts. Loar in particular refers to phenomenal
concepts as "type demonstratives", the idea being that they pick out the
type of which the current experience is a token, not the token itself. So
on this version of the phenomenal concepts strategy, when I think to
myself, in an explanatory-gappish sort of way, "but how could that [my
experience of, say, red25] be a mere brain state?", my concept ofthe type
of experience really has the form of a demonstrative. Since indexical
free descriptions can never logically entail indexical-laden descriptions,
the phenomena that seemed challenging to materialism-the conceiv
ability of zombies, the explanatory gap, Mary's new knowledge, etc.-is
explained away.

It should be clear from the discussion of the two problems that the
nature of the problem and the way in which demonstrative concepts are
appealed to is quite similar. In both cases we need a way to acquire a
concept of something we don't already have, and in both cases we are

2 Loar 1997 is the locus classicus for this move, but others who develop the idea
are Balog 2002, Levin 2007, Perry 2001, Papineau 2002, and Tye 2000.
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talking about a type demonstrative. That is, the subject is confronted
with a particular object-a distal surface in the McDowell case, and
an experience in the phenomenal concept case-and supposedly dem
onstrates a property by way of the particular; demonstrates a type of
which the particular in question is a token. For McDowell we acquire
a concept of the color red25 through encounter with an instance of it,
and for Loar we acquire a concept of the qualitative property we experi
ence when seeing red25 through an encounter with an instance of that
experlence.

Before presenting my argument against these two employments of
the notion of a demonstrative concept, let me enter a couple of caveats.
First, in neither case am I atten1pting here to judge the overall plausi
bility of the position defended. I don't have an agenda here with respect
to the content of perceptual experiences, be they conceptual or noncon
ceptual. All I am concerned with is whether 01' not McDowell's appeal
to demonstrative concepts works to meet Evans's challenge. I will claim
it doesn't. However, whether there are other ways to get around the
problem does not concern me here.

Similarly, I am not arguing here that no account ofphenomenal eon
cepts can do the work its advocates want them to dO. 33 I am also not
assuming that were the demonstrative concept version to 'Nork it would
in fact solve the problems it is supposed to solve. My only concern here
is to show that insofar as we understand phenomenal concepts as type
demonstratives, as demonstrative concepts, they can't play the role as
signed to them in defending materialism against the pro-qualia intu
itions.

3. I begin my argument against these two employments of demonstra
tive concepts by introducing two distinctions: first, between mental acts
(or operations) and non-mental acts/operations, and second, between
mental acts/operations and mental features that are not acts 01' opera
tions. Typical mental acts are intending to do something, formulating a
plan, drawing an inference, problem solving, perceiving, 01' just musing
about something. Contrast these examples with other, non-mental acts,
such as hitting someone, kicking a tin can, 01' throwing a ball. In the lat
tel' cases the operation in question-the hitting, kicking, 01' throwing
operates directly upon its object, the person, the tin can, or the ball. To
hit someone must make actual contact with their body, and the same
goes for kicking and throwing. While it may be true that these are in
tentional acts, and therefore may involve what I am calling mental acts
as causal antecedents, the hitting, kicking and throwing themselves are
not mental acts in my sense.

So what distinguishes t4e mental acts from the non-mental ones?
WeIl, when you perform a mental operation, as opposed to a non-mental
one, the immediate object upon which you operate is not the object in

3 However, see Levine 2007, in which I come pretty close to arguing for that
claim.
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question itself, but a representation of it. Mental operations aet on non
mental objeets only qua intentional objeets, objeets that are the seman
tie eontents of the representations that serve as the direet operands for
the operations in question. So suppose I formulate a plan. The mental
proeess of formulating the plan obviously operates on mental represen
tations of the stages of the plan, not the aetual movements and events
themselves. When I draw an inferenee, my mind takes a representation
of one or more states of affairs as input and yields a representation of
another state of affairs as output. It wouldn't make sense to think of my
literally manipulating the states of affairs deseribed in the premises;
what would that even mean?

If "intentionality is the mark of the mental" as Brentano is alleged
to have said, then intentional objeets are the objeets of mental aets. The
mind is distinguished from other operators in nature in that its domain
of operations eonsists of representations of things. This does not mean,
as some might ineautiously infer, that objeets in the world are not the
targets of mental aets/operations. Rather, it means that the means by
whieh the mind aets upon extra-mental objeets is through represent
ing them intra-mentally. To put it another way, it's not that what we
think, draw inferenees, or plan about are our ideas; on the eontrary,
it's things, states of affairs, and genuine aetions. It's just that ideas of
things, states of affairs, and aetions are the vehieles through whieh we
operate on them.

In a way I think this is all obvious, yet it seems to me that the im
plieations are often overlooked. What else distinguishes a proeess as
mental if it isn't that its domain of operations is restrieted to mental
representations? But onee we take this eonstraint on mental operations
seriously, we see that the prospeets for appealing to demonstrative con
eepts in the way deseribed above will run into serious trouble.

The problem is that demonstration is amental aet. Now, and here
we eome to the seeond distinction, not every mental property or relation
is an aet or operation; some properties of mental states, or relations
mental states bear to other entities, do not refleet mental aets or opera
tions. One might say that the distinetion I have in mind here is between
what happens to the mind and what the mind does. Given this distine
tion, it seems elear that demonstrating is something the mind does.

A good example of the distinetion between mental aets and the pas
sive aequisition of mental properties and relations trades on an ambigu
ity in the notion of"representing". Suppose I am drawing a map in order
to direet someone how to drive to my house. I draw a line on the page
and use it to represent route 63. This is a sense of representing route 63
that involves amental aet. Notiee that far this kind of representation
to sueeeed, I must already be in possession of a representation of route
63-presumably amental representation of it-with whieh I assoeiate
the line on the map, and it is in virtue of this aet of assoeiation that I
have represented route 63 by the line on the page. Without my having
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a prior representation of the road I couldn't have performed this act of
representation. Again, mental acts operate on mental representations.

On the other hand, consider the sense of "represent" in which the
mental representation I employ in my mental operations represents
what it does. Is this sort of representation amental act? On pain of infi
nite regress, it bettel' not be. If I have to perform a mental operation to
associate my mental representations with their referents, then I w'ould
have to already have had representations of the referents. Hence, this
base form of representation-the representation relation that holds be
tween an idea and what it's about-can't itself be amental act. Indeed,
on any theory ofintentional content I know of-whether it be functional
role, teleological, or informational-the relation that holds between a
mental representation and its semantic content is not one that is forged
through amental act. It happens to the mind, it's not something the
mind does.

So which of these forms of representation is demonstration more
similaI' to: the act or the non-act? As I said above, it seems clear that
demonstration is an act, it's something you do. You consider something
you perceive or are thinking about and pick it out, attend to it, say "that"
to yourself. It's very much like the case of drawing the line on the page;
you associate one mental item with another. If treating demonstration
as an act, as something the mind does, is right, then an immediate eon
sequence is that it is only intentional objects that are demonstrated.
The operand for the operation of demonstration is a representation of
the demonstratum.

Now we are ready for the application to the two employments of
demonstrative concepts. Consider again McDowell's attempt to address
Evans's challenge. According to McDowell, we can form a demonstra
tive concept of red25 by thinking something like "that shade of red"
as we gaze at the red surface. But if demonstrating the shade is:. as
I've argued, amental act-and notice how naturally this follows from
the very description of the scenario McDowell has in mind-then the
demonstration can pick out red25 only as an intentional object. But if
red25 is picked out as an intentional object, it means that it's already
represented in perception. The demonstrative act is incapable of cre
ating the representation by which it is picked out; it must already be
there prior to the demonstration. But if this is so, then it can't be that
the demonstrative concept itself constitutes the perceptual representa
tion of the shade, red25. If so, then either we already had a conceptual
representation of red25 all along, or, as Evans argues, the perceptual
representation is non-conceptual. I don't take a stand on which disjunct
is correct. My only point is that demonstration can't add in this way to
our stock of concepts.

With regard to phenomenal concepts, it should be clear that the
same issue arises. If one's account of phenomenal concepts is that they
are type-demonstratives, then one is committed_~o_~h~~r_~~i!?-g~~g~iJ'~<!__
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via amental act of demonstration. Indeed, scenarios very similar to
the one envisaged by McDowell seem to be what people have in mind,
substituting one's experience of color for the distal colored surface in
the scenario. But again, to demonstrate the type of which my current
experience is a token I need already to possess a representation of that
type; it can't be acquired through the demonstrative act itself. When I
focus on my experience, as focusing is amental act, it must be that I am
operating on a representation of that experience. I submit that it is this
representation, upon which the demonstrative act operates, that is the
better candidate for being the phenomenal concept. But then there is no
reason to characterize the phenomenal concept as a demonstrative con
cept. It already represented the relevant phenomenal property before
the demonstrative act.

4. So, in the end, are there demonstrative concepts? It depends on what
you mean. I do believe there are demonstrative thoughts of the form
"that is F". What's more, I grant that sometimes the thought element
corresponding to the "that" in "that is F" is a type-demonstrative. That
is, I can think "that shade of red would be nice for the trim of my house"
as weIl as "that house looks like mine". In the former case I have dem
onstrated a type of which the object I perceive is a token. If one wants
to call the thought constituent in such an episode a "den1onstrative con
cept", I have no quarrel with that.

However, if what one intends by the term "demonstrative concept" is
a standing mental representation that both acquires its content through
a demonstrative act and serves as the original means of mental rep
resentation of the property in question, then, for the reasons outlined
above, I don't think that such concepts exist. What's more, it is only this
sense of "demonstrative concept" that can do the work needed to solve
the two problems of conceptualizing perceptual content and grounding
phenomenal concepts. If I'm right, both McDowell and the advocates of
the phenomenal concepts strategy will have to look elsewhere.
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